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TEAM PLANET FITNESS SNARES 5 FLORIDA WINTER AM 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 
February 12, 2007 – Team Planet Fitness brings home five championships in the 36

th
 Annual running of the 

Florida Winter AM Series. Team riders; Keith Johnson and Mike Treadwell won and impressive 16 overalls in 
the series.  
 
“I’m thrilled with both Keith and Mike’s performances” said Team Planet Fitness owner Mike Grondahl “this is a 
first year team for us and to come out with five championships is exciting”. 
 
Keith “KJ” Johnson piloted his Planet Fitness Kawasaki to an 
outstanding 13 overall wins, and walking away with the 125 Pro, 
250 Pro, and Plus 25 class championships. Johnson, a 36 year old 
veteran, bested the likes of Mike Picone, Nico Izzi, Ricky Renner, 
Kyle Keylon and an entire field of east coast young guns. 
 
“I really need to thank Planet Fitness for getting me in shape to 
ride 8 moto’s a day” said Johnson. “I feel better at 36 than when I 
was 26” “I would also like to thank my mechanic Dave Derosier, he 
has my bikes just perfect”.  
 
38 year old “Iron” Mike Treadwell took home 3 overall wins in the 
series and 2 championships in the Plus 30 and Plus 35 class. Tread also finished 4

th
 in the highly competitive 

250 Pro class championship.  
 
“I haven’t raced the Winter AM series in 10 years and to be able to come 
down here and win 2 championships is just awesome” said Treadwell. 
“Thanks to my mechanic Jim, my KX450F ran great at each round. Its 
always a load off your mind when you can depend on your bike”.   
 
“We look forward to continuing our winning ways” said Grondahl. “I know 
everyone on the Planet Fitness Team is working hard to make that happen”. 
 
The Planet Fitness Race Team will be attending a couple local races in 
Georgia during February to prepare for Lake Whitney, TX and Oak Hill, TX 
which is held in March.  
 
Team Planet Fitness would like to congratulate Keith and Mike for their 
efforts. A big thanks goes out to our valued sponsors, staff, and mechanics 
for making it all possible.  
 

 


